By train (from Cologne main station):
S-Bahn: S12 (→ Hennef) or S19 (→ Troisdorf) or RB 25 (→ Gummelsbach/Marienheide) to Trimbornstraße, go down the stairs against the direction of travel, walk to the pedestrian lights, cross Kalker Hauptstraße to Walter-Pauli-Ring and Straße des 17. Juni, turn left into Erna-Scheffler-Straße.

By train (from Cologne-Bonn airport):
S-Bahn: S13 or S19 (→ Köln) to Trimbornstraße (further way see above).

By subway: U1 or U9 to Kalk Post, direction Police Headquarters, right onto Walter-Pauli-Ring/Straße des 17. Juni, turn left into Erna-Scheffler-Straße.

By car (A59 to A559): feeder road (L124) direction Deutz to Kölnarena, first traffic light right, first traffic light left into Gummelsbacher Straße, left into Straße des 17. Juni, first traffic light left into Erna-Scheffler-Straße.

By car (A1 from Dortmund): AK Leverkusen on A3 direction Frankfurt/Leverkusen, at AK Köln-Ost on A4 direction Köln-Zentrum/Deutz (currently follow the short detour direction Olpe), continue on B55a until exit Deutz/Odysseum/Polizei.

By car (A3 from Frankfurt): AB-Dreieck Heumar via A4 to AK Gremberg, continue via feeder road (L124) direction Deutz to Kölnarena, first traffic light right, first traffic light left onto Gummelsbacher Straße, left onto Straße des 17. Juni, first traffic light left on Erna-Scheffler-Straße.

Parking spaces for guests and short-term parkers are available between the Malteser building and the University of Applied Sciences. Alternatively, please use the parking garage of KölnArcaden (Barcelona-Allee 6, 4 min. walk). Please buy your day ticket (3,– €) directly at the entrance at the counter.